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Advisory

Why associate with

Board

us ?

For over three decades, the DRS Group has approached its service offering
from a unique perspective in the field of logistics, relocation, warehousing
and education. Having understood various business models, carefully
researched and refined business for sustainability and profits the group is
well equipped to guide and hand hold associates wanting to excel.
Having studied the education market and the need for quality schools in the
country , MDN Edify has set up over 126 Pre Schools and 25 K-12 schools.
We are recipients of awards from prestigious institutions such as Best
Franchisor of the Year 2010 by Franchise India , Most Emerging K-12 by
S. Chand and recently the Siksha Bharati Puraskar.
We believe that high quality education, with an international outlook is
critical in an increasingly competitive global environment and hence have
selected a team of renowned educators to ensure it delivers global best
practices. These include team leaders who have excelled in education reform,
curriculum development and teaching and learning practices and school
management and operations. They are unequalled in international
experience and include individuals who have established schools all over the
country. We are also supported by a network of eminent advisors.
Well defined systems ,quality control procedures and management and
infusion of latest technology is the mantra by which the group operate and
this philosophy can be seen in the satisfactory dividends that its schools
have yielded in terms of academic, co-curricular and financial performance
over the past years.

For Franchisee Information Contact :

Toll Free : 1800 266 9999
75690 39222 / 98498 84455

Ideas can be life-changing. Sometimes
all you need to open the door is
MDN Edify Education Pvt. Ltd.

just one more good idea

Group Overview
DRS Group is a renowned business house with well diversified interests
in areas of transportation, logistics and education with a combined
turnover that exceeds of 500 crores. With over two decades in the
business, constantly pushing the barriers and setting benchmarks, the
group is recipient of numerous awards and accolades for its pathbreaking innovations and practices.
Our brand name is synonymous with “ Trust and Quality Service”. The
group is headed by Mr. Dayanand Agarwal ably supported by his sons
Mr. AK Agarwal and Mr. Sanjay Agarwal. Understanding the need for
quality education in our country and the huge supply demand gap the
DRS Group ventured in the education segment with a passion to
contribute to the bright future of our nation by making quality education
affordable and reachable. Capitalizing the current demand of over 30000
schools in India we started our journey by establishing DRS international
School at Hyderabad in 2003, the school affiliated to CBSE, IGCSE
(Cambridge curriculum) and IB is rated amongst the top international
schools in the country.

About

Edvisor

Having gained experience of operating a school and making it a
landmark in the field of education we evolved our franchise model with
an objective of spreading quality education through world class schools
across Asia.
We specialize in Establishing, Developing, Managing, Operating and
enabling growth for Schools coupled with Teacher Development and
Assessment ICT Management & Solutions, Quality review & Control
under the following brands:

academic planning, teaching and learning
strategies and tools,

Edify School
MDN Future School
Edify Pre School
Master Franchisee for Pre School
Edvisor
DRS International School, Hyderabad

